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Abstract. Business Membership Organizations (BMOs) are important and recognized facilitators of a competitive eco-
nomic environment and its development. However, they are under continuous demand to adjust their role in the busi-
ness ecosystem and determine their strategic development directions. BMOs performance, their existing connections, 
advantages and benefits are challenged by changing business cooperation patterns, digital transformation, generation 
change and other emerging factors. The paper analyses how BMOs can sustain in delivering business value to their 
members and stakeholders (individual firms or other BMOs, government, public institutions) through existing and 
new service ranges, evaluate their business model and continue to be resilient organizations. It demonstrates with a 
benchmarking analysis across different BMOs how these organizations are important actors with significant benefit for 
sustainable and competitive business and its environment development. The findings add that reviewed and adjusted 
BMOs service ranges are among key success factors for BMOs to continue gaining an important role and remain re-
silient organizations in changing business ecosystems. The paper provides an insight of demand- and supply driven 
service approaches to meet business and public sector as well as BMOs to be development policy drivers and help de-
termination of business development directions. 
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works, skill.
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Introduction 

Business Membership Organizations (BMOs) play an 
important role by representing interests and bridging 
the private business and public sector. The definition 
of BMOs is significantly wide, and it can cover various 
existing organizations, industry, women, SMEs and ex-
porter’s associations, councils, federations, which repre-
sent relatively homogenous membership structure and 
allow to harmonizing members interests in engaging ad-
vocacy in specific issues. Such features enable this group 
of BMOs to deliver very specific and tailor-made services 
connecting to value creation for their stakeholders. An-
other and separate BMOs group is chambers (country, 
bilateral, multilateral). They are usually operating in a 

defined geographic area or region, they are multi-sec-
toral BMOs and possess heterogeneous membership, it 
also provides balance between interests of all branches 
and sectors. All of them serve as a critical link between 
entrepreneurs, government, service providers and other 
stakeholders. BMOs are usually non-governmental, not-
for-profit entities, and most of their revenues comes from 
membership fees, services, sponsorships and project 
management through international organizations, do-
nors, and funds. According to the International Labour 
Organization (2020), Employer and Business Member-
ship organisations (EBMOs) fulfil their major role to 
provide value for their members through policy advo-
cacy work and delivered services, EBMO is an expanded 
definition. Both definitions (BMO and EMBO) have the 
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same meaning in the research, the explanation occurs 
while reviewing literature where different authors use 
one or another definition.

The research idea was inspired primarily by two fac-
tors: first, authors involvement in BMOs capacity build-
ing activities, long-lasting experience and overall goal 
to assess the latest trends, second, consider scientific 
research application in BMOs operating areas, identify 
service benefit and determine resilience opportunities. 

Research purpose is to analyse service portfolio de-
livered by a defined number of different types of BMOs 
(APEX, chambers, sectoral/industrial and women led) 
and determine major drivers for benefiting BMOs mem-
bers and stakeholders. Different BMOs types and their 
service nichification along with mutual service comple-
mentarity are the focus of the research and aims to solve 
a scientific problem of the latest BMOs transformation 
and dynamics through delivered services. The research 
methods are analysis of public BMOs sources and iden-
tification of services delivered to their members and 
stakeholders. 

The main role of a BMO is the promotion of growth, 
sustainability and prosperity for its members and stake-
holders, to provide business support services and a 
representative voice for its members (Bhaskaran, 2022; 
International Trade Center, 2019; Akpata, 2016; BEAM 
Exchange, 2011; sequa, 2008; World Bank, 2005). Sölvel 
(2009) defines six major components in clusters such 
as industry, finances, media, public bodies, universities, 
and organizations for collaboration (formal and infor-
mal networks, trade associations, cluster organizations). 
These organizations are a part of BMOs definition, have 
their features and an important impact on private-pub-
lic-academic collaboration and cluster initiatives such 
as business development, commercial collaboration, 
business environment and policy development. BMOs 
can be considered as a part of a business ecosystem. 
Awano and Tsujimoto (2021), Valkokari et  al. (2021) 
define it as an economic community supported by es-
tablishing of interacting organizations and individuals. 
An ecosystem can be a structure, an interactive pro-
cess, it possesses features of networks, clusters where 
actors can create a synergy and complement each other 
by joining forces and creating value. Business ecosys-
tem policy involves close cooperation between private, 
public, and third-sector actors through a fostered part-
nership. Operating in such ecosystems, BMOs can gen-
erate more value and are built on interaction between 
different stakeholders such Ecosystem policy involves 
close cooperation between private, public, and third-
sector actors, partnership. Grothe-Hammer and la Cour 
(2020) conclude that organizations are now understood 
as a specific kind of social system with a main concern 
to make decisions. 

Reliable and dialogue-determined cooperation be-
tween these three actor groups (public, private and 
BMOs) comply with market principles and facili-
tate competitive environment development. BMOs as 

intermediaries fulfil a linking function between busi-
ness and public sector through research, advocacy, pub-
lic-private dialogue (PPD), trade facilitation, capacity 
building and other manifold services. Authors have 
personal comprehensive experience to perform various 
functions including board member at different BMOs 
and their findings are addressed that BMOs are dis-
proportionately represented in the review of recent re-
search, empirical findings, and personal involvement in 
cooperation with BMOs discover insufficient attention 
of the latest challenges towards strategic development of 
BMOs as organizations with principles such as leader-
ship, management, value creation and modern service 
delivery. Services can be a key driving factor for BMOs 
to develop sustainable business models and become re-
silient through changing business environment. Inter-
national Labour Organization (2019) emphasizes that 
this environment possesses a period of rapid change 
due to such factors as emerging technologies, expanded 
markets, and growing competition for talents. It also 
emphasizes that BMO fulfils a key role in advising their 
member companies to the right tools and advocating 
the message that gender diversity is good for business 
development and sustainability. 

BMOs as a bridge and interest representation be-
tween business and public sector serving bilateral needs 
and providing significant contribution to improving 
business environment and enhancing competitiveness. 
Two-way pathway of BMOs role is illustrated in Figure 1. 

The path I indicates a top-bottom approach when 
policy makers formulate a need for improvement (e.g., 
enhance national competitiveness and productivity or 
similar). BMOs can arrange PPD events together with 
the public sector and transfer policies to implement in 
business. In this respect, BMOs fulfil public sector in-
terests to improve certain areas of economy. The path II 
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Figure 1. Two-way path of BMO role to bridge private 
business and public sector (source: authors’ own experience)
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indicates a bottom-top approach when BMOs identify a 
topic by representing business interests for improvement 
through research and problem analysis. Prepared rec-
ommendation paper is forwarded or presented through 
arranged PPD or other form of business interest repre-
sentation to public sector for further assessment and im-
provement measures implementation. Both paths prove 
the significance of BMOs in representing interests and 
bridging public and business sectors. 

Hence, firms need to adopt their business strategies 
and priorities. These firms already are or can be members 
of BMOs where they themselves act as intermediaries 
and take responsibility for their members’ competitive-
ness and being resilient to rapid changes. However, as 
Stolz and Schrammel (2014) argue, the absence of such 
intermediaries leads to different decisions as in situations 
with existing intermediaries. SMEs need access to market 
information through specialized intermediaries. Their 
absenteeism causes increased firms transaction costs and 
influences choices and decisions of the economic actors. 
Such increased costs also hinder competitiveness. 

A common practice is that regional or single sectoral 
related BMOs unite in another BMO to represent their 
member interests on national or international level. Such 
a cascaded bottom-up constellation of BMOs facilitates a 
united business voice and represents at a larger scale and 
impact. BMOs as organizations are institutional repre-
sentatives of many companies across the world, their 
mission is to make business working and represent 
firms’ interests (International Chamber of Commerce, 
2023; Handelskammaren, n.d.; International Training 
Centre of the ILO, 2019). Organizations have to define 
their strategic development towards stakeholders and act 
as a constellation of knowledge. Peng and Meyer (2019) 
stated that organizational knowledge is a type of knowl-
edge held in an organization creates a synergy and goes 
beyond the knowledge of individual members. BMOs 
can gain their value for stakeholders through services. 
Skačkauskienė and Vestertė (2020) argue that service de-
livery shall be customized and standardized to improve 
customer satisfaction. 

BMOs are constantly challenged by emerging other 
forms of networks, the nature of membership is continu-
ously changing, and BMOs must reconcile their business 
model. The authors own experience defines several ad-
vantages for individual firms or other organizations to 
join a BMO: acting alone, it is extremely challenging to 
perform business under fierce competition, networking 
gives a benefit of a community and provides a trust com-
ponent of a member. Akpata (2016) defines following 
features for a member to join a BMO: getting access to 
business development services, opportunities and to in-
fluence favourable policies towards an improved business 
environment. However, generation change to habits of 
using social media and emerging digital transformation 
can be considered a form of membership or community 
at a large degree as well. Social media allows to create 
groups or communities on specific interests or areas of 

performance. Wirtz (2019) defines LinkedIn as a primary 
professional networking of managers with a goal to lead 
the world’s professionals to a more productive and suc-
cessful performance through a sustainability, simplicity 
and individualization of communication and informa-
tion exchange.

BMOs manifold service nature provides a significant 
value source for their members and transforms it into 
recommendations for public institutions to improve the 
business environment. These institutions are also busi-
ness support institutions (International Trade Center, 
2019).

Business Membership Organizations are operating in 
an environment where they interact with several stake-
holders that have various forms of expectations to be met. 
Always different parties are requiring their interests to 
be fulfilled. However, BMOs are operating under several 
capacity limitations that hinder them to satisfy what are 
desired by such parties. One of key services is as BMOs 
represent their members through research and advoca-
cy. Digital research is an emerging research discipline, 
it should be considered to bring data from peripherals 
to the centre stage (Quinton & Reynolds, 2018). BMOs 
with a mandate to represent regional business interests at 
national level can benefit from digital research as coping 
with members, collecting relevant issues, arranging PPD 
events and delivering suggestions to public institutions 
for further business environment improvement. 

BMOs are faced with several challenges to sustain as 
resilient organizations. Resilience is a continuous process 
of improvement with demanded elements such as lead-
ership, reputational risk, vision and purpose, financial 
stability (BSI, 2021). BMOs as every business organiza-
tion are faced with these elements by answering the ques-
tion why they exist. However, as Akpata (2016) suggests, 
membership of BMOs should form an integral part of 
every company’s business strategy. Thus, there is a strong 
will between BMOs themselves to sustain their business 
model as well as business needs and interests’ represen-
tation through BMOs and advocacy to the public sector. 
These business organizations are envisioned to maintain 
a sustainable business model and remain as key players 
in bridging private and public sectors through a variety 
of services and value sources. 

1. BMO membership, review and hypothesis

Business Membership Organizations (BMOs) possess an 
important role and mandates such as facilitating pub-
lic-private dialogue (PPD), promoting business inter-
est and supporting business environment development 
(EU4Business, 2017). 

Membership is considered as one of major concepts 
in organization theory, it is directly related to member 
expectations and needs which can be accepted under 
a precondition of membership attractiveness (Grothe-
Hammer & la Cour, 2020; Stolz & Schrammel, 2014). 
Owing to BMOs natural variety, they can possess features 
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of different memberships. APEX bodies and confederations 
are established and operate under the laws of the recipi-
ent, they represent a high level of organization interests and 
are composed. There is no direct individual firm member-
ship; such large organizations possess lower competition 
between other BMOs at national, regional or sectoral level. 
BMOs can join an umbrella organization and work formal-
ly to coordinate or represent common interests or goals. 
An umbrella organization represents the direct members 
of membership-based organizations, but these members 
don’t pay fees to umbrella organizations. Bi-national or 
multinational BMOs strive to promote and represent inter-
ests of two or more countries (Law Insider, 2023; Interna-
tional Labour Organization, 2021; International Training 
Centre of the ILO, 2019; sequa, 2008). 

BMOs are part of the business ecosystem. Their effec-
tive strategy must create value within the business eco-
system and next it must share the value with business 
ecosystem members (Awano & Tsujimoto, 2021). BMOs 
can act as BMOs successful membership plans are the 
key of organizations development strategies (Internation-
al Training Centre of the ILO, 2019). The research paper 
further is designed on driving benefits to join BMOs, 
member needs, services and value delivery through ac-
quired and retained membership. 

1.1. Why to join a BMO? 

Driving factors to join BMOs can be defined in four ma-
jor groups such as interest representation and influence, 
social dialogue, access to networking, prestige and tra-
dition (International Training Centre of the ILO, 2019). 

According to the authors’ own experience, BMOs ser-
vices to their members and stakeholders can be system-
ized in three general robust groups as shown in Figure 2. 

There are other views on BMOs service benefits. One 
of them, the International Training Centre of the ILO 
(2019) provides a diverse view on delivered services and 
added value benefits (Figure 3). 

However, such a robust definition demands more 
explicit presentation due to the changing business en-
vironment and BMOs service evolution. The authors’ 
hypothesis is addressed to services and that they can be 
among key benefits to joining BMOs. Some researches 
open findings of being a member of a BMO. Businesses 

can argue an additional fee for some external services 
through BMOs cooperation as they already paid mem-
bership fees and additional expenditures are not relevant 
for membership, it is based on regular fee. Members are 
required to pay regular dues, which typically provide 
BMOs with the majority of their funds (International 
Trade Center, 2019; BEAM Exchange, 2011). However, 
fees collection discipline at many BMOs is a significant 
challenge and organizations strive to find suitable BMOs 
to maintain financial stability. It is even considered that 
compulsory membership particularly at chambers will 
improve their stability while BMOs performance de-
pends primarily on delivered service and business val-
ue. Masterfano (2011) identified that no difference was 
found between two groups of entrepreneurial firms as 
being members or not in terms of growth of revenue and 
number of employees. However, there are other bene-
fits to joining BMOs, business should not expect their 
growth because of membership. 

Driving benefits for individual members to join 
BMOs are presented in Figure 3. 

As a BMO member, there are obvious marketing 
benefits such as brand building, in addition mentoring, 
collaboration on specific projects and resource of infor-
mation exchange. BMOs are a hub for interaction and 
information dissemination, they provide remarkable net-
working opportunities for idea and knowledge sharing 
(Akpata, 2016; Masterfano, 2011). 

1.2. Reviews of BMOs created value through 
delivered services and benefits

A professional organization can increase their paying 
membership by providing items and activities of value 
to their members that include knowledge sharing, op-
portunities for collaboration, expanding pro fessional 
networks, and the avail ability of collaboration spaces 
(Adebo-Adelaja et al., 2019). According to the Interna-
tional Labour Office and International Organisation of 
Employers (2019), businesses are primarily seeking im-
provements in the business environment, infrastructure, 
and workforce skills.

One of the exceptionally leading services across 
BMOs is capacity building or training. According to the 

Figure 2. Major groups of BMOs services (source: authors’ 
experience and approach)
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Figure 3. Why members join – added value (source: 
International Training Centre of the ILO, 2019)
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United Nations (2023), capacity building is defined as 
the process of strengthening the skills, instincts, abili-
ties, processes and resources that organizations can adapt 
and sustain in a changing environment. An imminent 
component in this process is transformation. Merino 
and Carmenado (2012) state that capacity characteristics 
can be divided into two major groups such as individual 
(technical and behavioural (leadership, entrepreneur-
ship) and social aiming to facilitate sustainable organi-
zational development in a long term (behavioural (trust, 
networking, team work, shared values) and contextual 
(vision, strategy, legal and financial skills, institutional 
building)). 

BMOs represent interests of other BMOs or individual 
firms. SMEs are deservedly called the backbone of econ-
omies. In the European Union, they account for 99.8% 
of enterprises, 64.4% of persons employed and 52.4% of 
value added (Eurostat, 2022). However, other continents 
can have different views. In African economies, SMEs 
percentage of formal workers is lower due to the fact that 
these economies have a larger (not computed) and less 
productive informal sector (Gonzalez et al., 2014). Natu-
rally, BMOs have to address their strategies and interests 
to the SMEs segment as members accordingly. 

Another important service group is events or net-
working, linked to domestic or foreign markets. Export-
ing is important in economic development, particularly 
for developing countries. SMEs exporters are on aver-
age more productive, innovative and resilient than non-
exporters. BMOs play an important role in trade and 
investment promotion support. These organizations 
are general (chambers) and sector-specific (trade asso-
ciations, sector-based organizations, exporters’ associa-
tions) types of business support organizations related to 
trade and investment promotion. Some BMOs manage 
their own training institutions such as academies and 
institutes, these entities fall into function-specific types 
(International Trade Center, 2019). On the other side, 
BMOs are faced with limited resources and absorptive 
capacity to deliver demand and supply driven services. 
This capacity depends on absorptive capacity at the in-
dividual level while it is not necessarily a sum of the ab-
sorptive capacities of its employees (Arshad et al., 2020). 
However, skilled employees determine internationaliza-
tion of SMEs in all economic sectors (Buzavaite & Kor-
sakiene, 2019). 

Service segmentation and distribution between busi-
ness support organizations is a suitable method to avoid 
political constraints and can support trade in both di-
rections as import matters should be addressed to home 
country importers to a, e.g., chamber of commerce. In 
addition, the chamber of commerce or trade association 
is likely to organize business missions that are not led by 
a high-level person (International Trade Center, 2019). 

BMOs perform a role of a direct value delivery source 
through direct services and project management. The lat-
ter approach is vital for BMOs as funding can come from 
various sources such as international organizations, bilateral 

and multilateral support, government programs, Grants. 
BMOs enhance their profiles as intermediaries for fund 
application and value delivery to members (Stolz & Sch-
rammel, 2014). 

In conclusion, an analysis show that three types of 
membership benefits can be considered such as knowl-
edge-based, intangible (not-knowledge based such as net-
working, advocacy, and mem ber collaboration with those 
who are like-minded and sim ilarly employed), and tan-
gible (e.g., grants) benefits (Adebo-Adelaja et al., 2019). 

The International Labour Office and International Or-
ganisation of Employers (2019) emphasize that EMBOs 
help business to anticipate changes. They play an increas-
ing critical role to assist business as business landscape is 
changing. However, being determined to assist members, 
EMBOs face changes themselves in their own structure as 
well as identifying new opportunities. The study reveals 
that only 15.7% of companies with a number of less than 
250 are members of EMBOs. This is a segment primarily 
of SMEs. Share of companies having more than 1 000 em-
ployees is 27% being member of EMBOs. If these organi-
zations would play more active role in assisting business 
to respond global change challenges, SMEs share expect-
ing to join EMBOs can be 80.7%. 

The authors found that research literature provides 
substantial number of studies, guides and publications 
prepared by international organizations and project 
while there is a limited number of academic researches 
on more specific topics. 

2. Research method

The research goal is to clarify service range delivered 
by BMOs, capture value and identify the latest trends 
and open gaps to emerging opportunities for BMOs as 
both membership organizations and business develop-
ment service providers. This paper aims to contribute to 
existing findings and literature through BMOs insights 
and open further areas of research to analyse benefits 
and advantages provided by BMOs and their members. 
Service segmentation remains a key concept for BMOs 
to address their services where SMEs lay in focus. Fa-
cilitation or direct provision of selected demand-driven 
services and through advocacy aimed at creating a better 
business environment for SMEs (World Bank, 2005). Au-
thors have accumulated substantial experience in BMOs 
areas, they are responsible for project management and 
capacity building for BMOs across different programs 
and continents.

The research method is public BMOs sources analysis 
of delivered services. It included web-site and social me-
dia sources of defined BMOs. The research was structured 
on the two-fold model: 1) authors came across Europe-
an and African BMOs analysing their service message 
through their web-sites to design a suitable sampling. 
These two continents were selected due to the nature 
of authors’ involvement in professional activities, avail-
able network and full-fledged understanding of BMOs 
services, development trends and noticeable regularity; 
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2)  other communication tools were analyzed such as 
BMOs accounts on social media, messaging services and 
ecommerce-tailored marketing platforms. Integration of 
digital technologies is a key component along with com-
munication, connectivity, digital public services, skills, 
and sharing of information (Brazinskas et al., 2019). 

BMOs were categorized in the following four groups 
such as APEX and umbrella organizations (confedera-
tions, federations, cross-continental BMOs), regional 
BMOs (city chambers), sectoral/industrial associations 
and women-led organizations. According to the Inter-
national Training Centre of the ILO (2019), members 
and their database are the key asset of an Employers and 
Business Members Organization (EBMO) as these organ-
izations are founded by, composed and have legitimacy 
because of them.

BMOs delivered services were identified and listed. 
They were connected to services shown in Figure 3 as 
well as expanded with other services delivered by BMOs: 
mediation, court of arbitration, regional trade agree-
ments, business consultation and advisory, trade docu-
ments (ATA Carnet, Country of Origin and other), 
clusters, innovation and digitalization, climate coalition, 
energy and environment, project management. 

Finally, the calculated summing impact ratio as per 
service (r) in relation of the accumulated number of all 
BMOs delivering that particular service.

r ( )1
10 /x

n
n x

=
=∑ , (1)

where: r – summing impact ratio of a service; n – amount 
of a particular service delivered by EBMO group; x-num-
ber of analysed EBMOs.

The research goal was set on a hypothesis that dif-
ferent forms of EBMOs (APEX, chambers, sectoral as-
sociations and women-led) can have their specific niches 
of intervention and service while serving members and 
stakeholders interests. The overall scope of EBMOs can 
create a constellation of unique values on mutual com-
plementarity basis and deliver accumulated benefits to 
interest groups. 

According to the International Labour Organization 
(2021), employers’ organizations traditionally represent 
matters of industrial relations and the labour market, 
while chambers of commerce-trade and investment are 
associated with product markets. These two models com-
bine the representation of labour market interests and 
product market interests by promoting the economic and 
social interests of their members. 

3. Results

Research hypothesis stated that BMOs can provide stake-
holder interest representation by different degree of in-
tervention, every group of four can have its own niche 
while a united service package can serve interests at the 
higher degree, including the concept of mutual com-
plementarity and nichification. The International La-
bour Organization (2022) declares that advocacy is the 

first role of EBMOs, providing a collective voice for the 
membership base and improving the environment where 
members function.

The advocacy role is the primary benefit. The second 
primary role of EBMOs is to provide services to its mem-
bers who are not fully motivated just to pay membership 
fees for advocacy service. Retention rate is one of key 
indicators to monitor BMO performance. To keep it a 
higher value, EBMOs must provide value-added services. 

The research results are presented in Figure 4.
It shows four major BMOs groups such as APEX, 

chambers, sectoral associations and women-led organi-
zations accumulated service weight. Services are sig-
nificantly dispersed among these four groups. But the 
positive sign is that all accumulated services provide a 
synergy effect and enhanced value for BMOs value. The 
chart clearly identifies that training and overall capacity 
building is among key services of BMOs, dealing with 
routine matters at micro level. 

Discussions 

As shown in Figure 3 that BMOs members join such 
organizations by several determining factors. The major 
expectation is lobby and business interests’ representa-
tion. Another important factor is consultancy. However, 
business expects advisory on a long-term basis. This im-
portant connection between these two factors requires 
in-depth analysis as additional research to define scope 
of service intervention, BMO staff capacities, skills and 
required finances to be generated from certain sources 
and mode (membership fee, external grants or similar). 
It can open a need to capacitate BMO personnel to pro-
vide both consulting on a specific short-term subject and 
advisory on a long-term basis.

As shown in Figure 4, BMOs possess an expanded 
service portfolio. In total ten services were analysed. The 
research clearly demonstrates that cross-cutting issues 
are more applicable for APEX organizations. APEX or-
ganizations tend to represent their members in specific 
cross-cutting issues such as climate, green energy. As 
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an example, the International Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC) has encouraged the private sector to pay atten-
tion to environment issues and developed a calculator 
to monitor carbon footprint (it can be downloaded at 
www.2030calculator.com (International Labour Organi-
zation, 2022). APEX organizations in the African conti-
nent are currently engaged in awareness capacity build-
ing of impact of regional trade agreements (e.g., African 
Continental Free Trade Area). 

The study reveals that chambers and sectoral associa-
tions are engaged in regular and routine services such as 
trade facilitation, business advice and information sharing. 

Conclusions 

BMOs are important actors in business environment im-
provement, they fulfil significant role in bridging public 
and business sectors. BMOs service portfolio provides 
competitive advantages and resilience through dynami-
cally changing environment and business needs. 

BMOs are able to evolute and provide a variety of 
services. However, a nichification is a key success fac-
tor, it also brings a positive impact to business related 
environment improvement and operations as BMOs 
having limited resources must specialize in certain ar-
eas of service delivery. This is clearly shown in Figure 4. 
Such constellation of services creates a unique synergy 
of BMOs impact, role and advantages where the benefit 
is manifold: BMOs itself identify clear own intervention 
area and this facilitates their resilience as service pro-
vider in relation to other actors such as public or private 
consulting sector which can make a direct intervention 
to business or vice versus. 

Finally, important benefit by BMOs is for public sec-
tors and business as they provide community- based net-
working and peer-to-peer platform. Only being united, 
business can act through single voice to represent their 
interests (Bhaskaran, 2022; International Trade Center, 
2019; Akpata, 2016; BEAM Exchange, 2011; sequa, 
2008; World Bank, 2005). 

EBMOs can support their members with tailor-made 
issues through the promotion of employee involvement 
programmes such as productivity circle and suggestion 
scheme (International Labour Organization, 2020).

Originally EBMOs had an aim to enhance members’ 
influence and represent interests against external pres-
sure. However, EBMOs have shifted towards proactively 
supporting members by focusing on a range of services 
such as training, advice, representation or support (In-
ternational Labour Office and International Organisa-
tion of Employers, 2019). Despite fostered cooperation 
between EMBOs and business, certain risks can occur. 
E.g., vertical competence approach where business would 
need specific technologies and market intelligence, but 
an EMBO would lack resources and skills to satisfy such 
demand. EMBOs are traditionally strong on horizontal 
competence approach to deliver training on topics ap-
plicable for a larger number of members such as strategic 

planning, digital transformation, research and advocacy 
peculiarities or similar. 

Project management under different funds and pro-
grams plays an exceptional feature to deliver a range of 
services to members. On the other hand, it demonstrates 
BMOs dependency on existing external funding sources, 
programs and projects where BMOs act as implementing 
partners. 

The research also opens an interesting finding in 
BMOs communication with stakeholders. BMOs need 
to align with their members’ communication pattern, to 
know their customers and be in the communication space 
where they communicate. As digitalization emerges, Eu-
ropean BMOs use a variety of communication and social 
media solutions on targeting different interests’ groups 
and providing substantial information about deliverables 
(primary business social media LinkedIn, Omnisend as 
an ecommerce-tailored email & SMS marketing automa-
tion platform) while traditional and centralized instant 
messaging services prevail at African BMOs with oppor-
tunities to embrace modern communication tools. 

The study has several limitations, which were beyond 
this paper’s scope to address. First, BMOs services were 
analysed on their own experience and what they deliver 
through their communication channels such as web-site 
and social media. However, there can be a degree of mis-
interpretation as a lot of services are delivered. Second, 
BMOs members as service recipients were not included in 
this survey to identify their expectations and how BMOs 
services meet demand (their or market driven needs) or 
how BMOs act as business development service (BDS) 
providers to envision and formulate business environment 
improvement as policy makers or initiators. Third, the de-
gree of a delivered service can be understood by a BMO 
in different approaches and the degree or volume of a ser-
vice can be different (e.g., a specific service by one BMO 
is delivered on an occasional basis while another BMO 
delivers that service on a regular basis, both BMOs have 
that service in their service range, but the scope volume 
and member value of both BMOs is different). 

The research possesses novel aspects as it comple-
ments existing international organizations publications 
and guides with an academic component. The paper de-
livers a specific and tailor-made task by a small group of 
researchers with accumulated own expertise on BMOs 
development. Findings focus on the BMOs services and 
nichification while facilitating to identify a preliminary 
niche of BMOs intervention. 

The future research requires a balanced approach to 
intervene with a larger scale of in-depth interviews both 
at BMOs and member side. BMOs can remain grouped 
as four suggested (APEX, chambers, sectoral associations 
and women-led), but tailor-made assessment would fa-
cilitate better picture development on nichification and 
intervention areas on service offer. 

Another research is desired to analyse BMOs and 
members on combination of demand and supply driven 
services. Current domination of demand driven services 
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can be not always correct as members might either re-
quire impossible services or required services don’t make 
a significant impact on competitiveness growth. There-
fore, BMOs shall act as pioneers to determine future ser-
vice and competitiveness growth scope by offering supply 
driven (new or improved existing) services. 

Managerial implication

The implications are important for firms as direct mem-
bers and for BMOs which can host individual firms or 
be members of other BMOs through primarily APEX or 
umbrella form organizations. 

Individual firms can consider the benefits for joining 
a BMO under certain motives and obtain business value. 
International practice shows that firms are members of 
different BMOs at the same time, on horizontal or cross-
cutting issues representation such as chambers or specific 
sector related as sectoral or industry associations.

Firms are also guided on BMOs service range while 
BMOs are promoted among business as its interest rep-
resentative through lobby and advocacy, leading to im-
proved and more competitive business environments. 
Such synergy makes a positive input on overall economic 
development at national or international scale. 

BMOs are guided on developing a resilient business 
model through nichification and expanded or adjusted 
service portfolio, embracing new potential services such 
as climate change or green economy. These services can 
be applied not only at national or international levels, but 
also on microlevel at firms in BMOs geographic or sector 
performance area.

Communication is essential to demonstrate BMOs 
achievements, build a two-way communication path 
through applications of a variety of tools, including not 
only traditional, but embrace and align with emerging 
new communication solutions. 

Women empowerment through membership at wom-
en-led BMOs is among the latest and demanded devel-
opment strategies. BMOs service range will guide such 
organizations with further organizational growth direc-
tions and facilitate new service launch. The authors’ lat-
est findings show that women-led business is demanding 
access facilitation to finance. However, this service wasn’t 
a part of the current research. 

The reference list provides valuable and practical 
guides developed by international organizations in one 
place as a library for BMOs and business to download, 
use and enhance capacity. Templates ready for use can 
facilitate strategic document preparation at BMOs level. 
Earlier implemented BMOs capacity building projects 
and available publications can act as valuable project 
management guides for ongoing initiatives. 
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